Kids stories written by us,
read by us, for ALL
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Introducing Tàta Storytime, a fun NEW children’s YouTube show, created by Okezie Morro. With
a vision to shine a much needed spotlight on stories that celebrate the African and Caribbean
heritage, this online show which launched on April 7th 2020, has received a phenomenal response.
What makes it even more exciting is, the star studded line up of award winning black actors
who share the same passion as fellow actor and creator Okezie Morro. The passion to use their
experiences, faces and voices to inspire the younger generation with stories that broaden a child’s
understanding of cultural diversity.
Tàta Storytime which is filmed in London, is created for both children and adult’s alike and invites
all who want to take a journey of discovery through stories that shape different cultures.

“This show was inspired by my Daughter. I wanted the opportunity
to sit down beside her as a parent and watch shows where she felt
represented in not only the stories but also the storytellers.”
Okezie Morro
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“Story telling is an ancient practice
that has fuelled the imagination of
children since the beginning
of time, me being one of them.
Now that I am an adult and parent I
feel it is my duty to help fuel the
imagination of children.
Tàta Storytime has enabled me
to do that!!”

“Thrilled to join creator Okezie
Morro on Tàta Storytime.
Children of all ages love stories
and we are hungry to see
ourselves in those stories. I rarely
saw myself as a child in the books I
read but for my children and all the
generations of children coming, it’s
vital for them to see we are all of
value, all in the story.”

“... Beautiful tales well told and
delightfully illustrated; what’s
not to love? It’s a privilege to
be a part of something so
universal and at the same time
refreshingly unique…”
For more information contact
info@tatastorytime.com

